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Understanding 
Compound Words

Below are some compound words. Write the two words that make up the compound word in the blanks. 
Then write the meaning of the compound word underneath the blanks.

Example: earthquake       earth    +     quake     

Something that happens when the ground shakes.

1) footstool  ____________________________  +   ______________________________

2) dogcatcher  ____________________________  +   ______________________________

3) classwork  ____________________________  +   ______________________________

4) playpen  ____________________________  +   ______________________________

5) scarecrow  ____________________________  +   ______________________________

6) cookbook  ____________________________  +   ______________________________

7) horseshoe  ____________________________  +   ______________________________

8) songbird  ____________________________  +   ______________________________

A compound word is when two words are put together 
to make a new word with a different meaning. 

flag      +       pole        =      flagpole

The word flagpole means a long stick 
that holds a flag.
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Key

Student’s definitions will vary. Example of correct answers:

 foot stool  
                  A stool or table for feet

 dog catcher 
                  Someone who catches dogs

 class work 
                  Work done for school.

 play pen 
                  A pen for playing

 scare crow 
                 Something that scares crows

 cook book 
                 A book about cooking 

 horse shoe 
                Something a horse wears on its foot.

 song bird 
                 a bird that sings


